(a) is unbounded in (;1, x) space, and/or (b) accumulates at a point not in 8, and/or (c) has elements of arbitrary large period.
This definition is also appropriate for the much larger classes of systems denoted by J2 in [2] and for all systems for which the dimension n = 3 or 4. See [5] . Global continuability is defined slightly differently for general systems; the reader is referred to [2] for details.
There is one kind of type 0 orbit with orbit index zero, a so-called Mobius orbit: An orbit with an odd number of real multipliers less than -1. Alligood, Mallet-Pare& and Yorke have constructed examples with n 2 4 showing Mobius orbits are not necessarily globally continuable. These examples are interesting for two reasons. One, they show the sharpness of this orbit index. Two, it is often taken for granted that a locally continuable object that is not globally continuable is rather pathological and in particular can be eliminated by perturbing the equations slightly. These examples show this principle is false.
For n = 2, Mobius orbits cannot exist. Thus the question remains: is there some new invariant for three-dimensional systems or can the example of Alligood et al. be constructed in three dimensions? We show the answer is both yes and no. In Section 2 we offer an example to show Mobius orbits need not be globally continuable in three dimensions. Yet there are restrictions on components of orbits.
Assume y is a type 0 orbit in 8&. Let C be the component of y in P. We say the family C does not return (to A,) if C n oApn, = y.
The family in the example of Alligood et al. does not return to A,. In Section 5 we show that for II = 3, if the family does not return to J.,,, the orbit is globally continuable. To prove this result we construct a new invariant of periodic orbits. It is based on the linking numbers of closed curves in three-dimensional space. This construction occupies Sections 3 and 4.
In this paper we give arguments for generic f, though all genericity assumptions may be dropped by using the arguments developed in [5] for dimensions 3 and 4.
ORBITS OF GENERIC SYSTEMS AND ORBIT DIAGRAMS
For the remainder of the paper set x space to be three dimensional. Then an orbit has two multipliers ,u,, ,u2. The multipliers are real or conjugate imaginary pairs and the product ,u~,LL, is strictly positive. For descriptive purposes, it is convenient to use schematic orbit (or bifurcation) diagrams. In such a diagram, the horizontal axis is I, the vertical axis represents trajec- tories in x space. The drawn-in parts of the diagram represent periodic orbits.
In the coarsest sense, there are three types of periodic orbits of generic systems, types 0, I, II. The last two occur at points of bifurcation. We distinguish several kinds of type 0 orbits. An orbit is stable (resp. unstable) if its multipliers ,L+, ,u, satisfy I,q( < 1 ((,qJ > 1) for both i = 1 and 2. A stable or unstable orbit we call elliptic. Orbits with both multipliers on the unit circle (but not roots of 1) are also called elliptic. A hyperbolic orbit is a type 0 orbit with a one-dimensional orientable (local) unstable manifold. That is, the multipliers are real and 0 < p, < 1 < pz. A Mtibius orbit is a type 0 orbit with a one-dimensional not-orientable (local) unstable manifold. Thus the pi are real and ,ucr, < -1 < ,u, < 0. Note the concepts elliptic, hyperbolic, Mobius are invariant under time reversal.
These orbits are represented in orbit diagrams as follows: See Figure lll . A family of elliptic orbits is represented by a line. A family of hyperbolic orbits is represented by a line with short cross-bars (representing the unstable manifold). A family of Mobius orbits is represented by a line with short curved cross-bars (representing the twisted unstable manifold).
A type I orbit ( Fig. 1.2 ) involves an interchange of stability between an elliptic and hyperbolic orbit. At a type I orbit +I is a simple multiplier (pi = 1, ,uu, # 1) and one of the multipliers crosses 1 on the real axis as we travel along the path of orbits (reversing our L direction). We can also think of a type I orbit as the simultaneous creation or annihilation of two orbits as L varies, one hyperbolic and one elliptic.
A bifurcation occurs at a type II orbit and it always involves Mobius orbits. Conversely, for generic three-dimensional systems, any bifurcation involving a Mobius orbit occurs at a type II orbit; see Fig. 1 .3a. A Mobius orbit and its unstable manifold in a neighborhood of the orbit can be pictured as a Mobius band with the orbit running along the center of the band. A type II orbit y has ,~i = -1, while ,uu, < 0 but ,u2 # -1. As we follow the family the eigenvalue crosses -1 (i.e., ,u,(&) = -1 and (~/M),u,(&) # 0). At one kind, a positive type II bifurcation, as the family of orbits is followed, a hyperbolic orbit detaches itself from the center orbit and moves out along the Mdbius band, circling the center orbit twice. The center is still periodic; it is now stable. The period of the hyperbolic orbit is approximately twice that of the central orbits. The L-mirror image is also a positive type II bifurcation, as is the time reversed situation (which effects an interchange of the words stable and unstable). At the point of bifurcation, the elliptic orbit has the same period as the Mobius orbit; we call it the short orbit. The hyperbolic orbit has approximately double the period of the Mobius orbit; we call it the long orbit. A type II bifurcation (that is, the bifurcation that occurs at a type II orbit) is sometimes called a perioddoubling bifurcation.
There is another type of type II bifurcation, called a negative type II bifurcation. Here a long elliptic orbit comes in along the Mobius band, nestling down to the center orbit. It joins up with the center orbit, creating a short elliptic orbit. The I-mirror image is also a negative type II bifurcation, as is the time-reversed situation. (See Fig. 1.3b.) Given a negative type II bifurcation, the system (*) can be perturbed in a neighborhood of the type II orbit (Fig. 1.4 ) so as to turn the bifurcation into a positive type II bifurcation and a type I bifurcation. This obervation eliminates one case we otherwise need to consider. We note that the union of the orbits of a generic system in cc" need not be closed in d (hence in the orbit diagram). However, if a set of orbits C accumulates to a point (A, x) E F which is not on an orbit, the periods at the accumulating orbits have to go to co.
THE EXAMPLE
We exhibit generic three-dimensional systems with a Mobius orbit that is not globally continuable. See Fig. 2 .1. The Mobius orbit at A,, is not globally continuable. To the left of 1, there are no periodic orbits. There is, however, a heteroclinic orbit for 1 < 1, (Fig. 2.2 ). It can be visualized as running almost around a vertical circle, except it does not quite close at the top of the circle. At A,, a type I bifurcation occurs, creating an elliptic and a hyperbolic orbit. The unstable manifold of the hyperbolic orbit does not twist around the orbit. As I increases, the elliptic orbit cuts across the part of the circle left unclosed by the heteroclinic orbit. At A, the heteroclinic orbit closes to a homoclinic orbit (the two stationary points meet) and then immediately becomes a Mobius periodic orbit with period decreasing from co as L increases beyond 1, (Fig. 2.3) . The elliptic orbit is linked with the Mobius orbit and can join with it in a type II bifurcation at A,. There are left a short elliptic orbit and a hyperbolic orbit which then annihilate each other in a type I bifurcation at A,.
From this description, the details of prescribing f can easily be carried out along the lines of [ 11. If necessary the system can be modified outside a neighborhood of the described orbits to make it generic. This may create new periodic orbits not connected to the orbits shown, but they would be immaterial to the discussion. The set B is all of R x R3, exclusive of the stationary orbits.
LINKING NUMBERS OF TYPE 0 ORBITS
The remainder of the paper is devoted to showing Mobius orbits are globally continuable if the component does not return. In this section we develop the basic invariant we use. We assume (*) is generic. Fix a value of 1. Linking numbers are defined for type 0 orbits in @'. For two disjoint orbits, define the interlinking number to be the topological linking number of the two orbits considered as disjoint oriented simple closed curves in 3 space. The selflinking number of an elliptic orbit is left undefined. The selflinking number of a hyperbolic or Mobius orbit is the topological linking number of the orbit and one piece of the boundary of a small strip on the unstable hyperbolic hyperbolic hyperbolic Fig. 3 .2 as elliptic, but it can be hyperbolic or Mobius). If a type I bifurcation is thought of as an elliptic orbit nestling in (Fig. 3.3 (Fig. 3.4) . Let y,, yz, y3 be, respectively, the Mobius, long hyperbolic, and short elliptic subfamilies of y. 
PSEUDO-ORBITS
We continue with the assumption that system (*) is generic. It is convenient to think of a Mobius orbit as the forced marriage of a long hyperbolic orbit and a short elliptic orbit. We alter the orbit diagrams by formally divorcing them. In a sense, we formally force the Mobius orbit through a type II bifurcation. Such a divorcing cannot be done geometrically, but it makes sense in the schematics of orbit diagrams. We think of the elliptic and hyperbolic orbits as occupying the same places in the orbit diagram, but schematically separate them. The resulting objects we call pseudo-orbits and the schematics we call pseudo-orbit diagrams. We can also speak of components of orbits plus pseudo-orbits which consist of branches of orbits and branches of pseudo-orbits along which the period varies continuously, components over [A,, A*], and families of pseudo-orbits doubling back to A, over [A,, A,]. When a Mobius orbit is divorced into a long hyperbolic orbit and short elliptic orbit, we let the elliptic orbit have period (pseudo-period) equal to the period of the Mobius orbit and the period of the hyperbolic orbit equal to twice the period of the Mobius orbit at each i. On pseudocomponents, the period is a continuous function; there is no period doubling.
The effect of introducing pseudo-orbits is to do away with all type II bifurcations, thus vastly reducing the number of cases we need to consider. We have seen the process is well defined at the level of schematics. We now make it well defined vis-a-vis linking numbers. If yi is a Mobius orbit in @*, To check that linking numbers of pseudo-orbits are compatible with linking numbers of orbits, we need to check that nothing untoward happens at a positive type II bifurcation. (Recall a negative type II bifurcation is equivalent to a positive type II bifurcation plus a type I bifurcation.) More precisely, comparing formulas (4. I)-(4.4) with (3.5)-(3.8), respectively, we see that (3.1) and (3.2) also hold for pseudo-orbits. Since a Mobius orbit cannot be part of a type I bifurcation, formulas (3.3~(3.4) also are valid for pseudo-orbits.
THE RESULTS
The formulas for the calculus of linking numbers of pseudo-orbits are contained in Propositions 5.1 and 5.2. These formulas are more general versions of (3.3~ (3.4) . The main result about continuability of Mobius orbits is an immediate consequence. For the propositions we assume the system is generic. The induction is done and the propositions are proved.
It is perhaps worth pointing out a couple of equalities which are not implied by the proposition and indeed are not true in general. They are pictured in Fig. 5.3. THEOREM.
Let y be a type 0 Mtibius orbit in PA0 whose family does not return to A,. Then y is globally continuable. 
